SO-CAL Headlight Mounts:—now in two sizes: Patterned after the hot rod-style of the late '40s and made from high-quality, investment-cast, polished stainless steel, SO-CAL's headlight mounts are now available to fit '34 commercial headlights (5/8" hole) as well as regular early Ford and SO-CAL head lamps (9/16" hole).

#001-60500 SO-CAL Headlight mounts (9/16" hole): $99.95 pr.
#001-60501 SO-CAL Headlight mounts (5/8" hole fits '34 headlights): $99.95 pr.

SO-CAL Headlight Bar: Hand crafted in the style of traditional headlight bars using high-quality, investment cast polished stainless steel mounts and a tubular stainless cross-bar. Can be used for mounting club insignia, V8 badge, etc (you do the drilling—sorry). NOTE: Bars are fabricated for specific frames—specify width when ordering. Also, because Model A frame horns are narrower than '32s, the mounting flanges of the stands might need a bit of massaging for a nice fit—we’ll leave that up to you.

Widths are measured between centers of the mounting flanges.

*Note: Headlight bar comes with 5/8" mounting holes.
#001-62081 SO-CAL Pinched-nose/A-V8 frame headlight bar (21" wide): $199.95 ea.
#001-62100 SO-CAL Stock width frame headlight bar (22 1/2" wide): $199.95 ea.
#001-62142 SO-OCAL Model A headlight bar (24" wide): $199.95 ea.

V8 Emblem: Most early hot rods retained the stock V8 emblem on their headlight bar. With a one-bolt fitting it is easy to install and looks good.

#011-18-13122 V8 Emblem: $15.00 ea.